C o n t i n u o u s I m p rove m e n t :
I t Ta k e s M o re Th a n Te s t S c o re s
Analyzing state assessment results
is only the beginning of effective
data-driven decision making.
Victoria L. Bernhardt
There is no question that the passage of No Child
Left Behind in 2001 has impacted schools in at least
two ways: First and foremost, NCLB has made the
use of data to improve student achievement
imperative; and second, NCLB has increased the
need for continuous improvement processes within
schools.

Summative Data Just the Beginning
Schools in our country hear that data makes the
difference in improving student achievement. Not
all schools, however, have felt the positive impact
from what they believe is data-driven decision
making. The most common reason: Most school
districts in this country believe they are being datadriven when they have analyzed the dickens out of
their state assessment results.
Some school districts feel they are being data-driven
when they analyze the dickens out of their state
assessment results and use some formative
assessments to help students prepare for the
statewide test. Unfortunately, this is only the
beginning of data-driven decision making.
Most states’ assessment scores can speak volumes
for what is going on in their schools and districts,
and with student learning. Following assessment
scores of the same groups of students (or the same
students) over time can indicate the presence or

absence of a continuum of learning that makes
sense for the students. It can give information about
student learning as well as the degree to which
standards are being implemented at each grade level
(provided the state assessment truly measures the
state standards).
Looking at state assessment results by grade level
over time can give information about the impact of
the programs being implemented. Disaggregating
state assessment results can tell us if our schools are
meeting the needs of the students the schools are
attempting to serve.
Test score analyses are important. In fact, in a
perfect world, schools would use both formative
and summative assessments to ensure that all
students are learning. If only summative assessment
data are studied, however, solutions for improving
the scores can come out half-baked.
For example, when I started working with Lemon
1
Middle School , the staff had determined that their
students’ scores in English/language arts and
mathematics were lower than the previous years’
scores. Since the math scores were the lowest, they
decided to “focus” on math that year.

Gallant Efforts
In their focus, they set up several strategies:
remediation for the students not meeting
proficiency standards, an after-school program to
assist students with their math homework, and a
required math summer school program for any
student not passing the state math assessment at the
proficient or advanced levels.
Unfortunately, their gallant efforts did not lead to
the test score improvements they had hoped for.
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Both math and English/language arts scores went
down. They were devastated. As the staff and I
reviewed their data and their solutions, we talked
about establishing a continuous improvement plan.
We set out to gather a bit more data to see if we
could figure out how to work smarter, not harder,
and get better results.
We had the student achievement data. We
determined that other types of data, including
demographic, perceptional, and school process data
needed to be gathered and analyzed. What those
data are and what we found in the data analysis at
Lemon Middle School are discussed below.

Demographic Data
Demographics can tell schools all about who they
have as students, who they have as teachers, and how
teachers are aligned to the students. Demographics
begin to tell us about school processes and how the
school is preparing to meet the needs of students.

of six years of teaching experience. The math
teachers were the least experienced, with only three
years of teaching experience on average. The
principal, a male, was in his third year at this school.
The attendance rate was 94% for students, and 91%
for teachers. The district, in its concern about the
inexperience of the teachers and the low test scores,
assigned most of the specialists in the district to
“watch over and help” Lemon teachers.

Perceptional Data
Perceptional data can tell us about how students,
staff, and parents are feeling about the learning
environment and give insight into what changes can
be made to improve the learning environment and,
ultimately, student learning.
Lemon Middle School students, staff, and parents
completed questionnaires about the learning
environment. What the questionnaires told them
was students did not feel teachers thought they

A clear and shared vision and leadership
play major parts in data-driven decision making. If there is
no focus or unified front in a school, there is also
no continuum of learning that makes sense for students,
and no structure to increase student achievement.
Demographics are important for setting the context
of the school, and they are critical for understanding
all other numbers.
Lemon Middle School’s demographics showed that
while they had a fairly diverse student population—
60% Caucasian, 30% Hispanic/Latino, and 10%
African-American—their teaching staff was 100%
Caucasian and 80% female.
After a recent teacher “buy out” due to budget
decreases, the current teaching staff had an average

could do the work, that quality work was not
expected of them, and that teachers did not care
about them as people—teachers only wanted
students to get better test scores.
In their open-ended responses, several students
wrote that all they liked about the school was being
outside, their friends, and sports. What they wished
was different was that school would not be so
boring, that they could learn cool things in cool
ways, and that they would not get math and test
scores shoved down their throats all the time.
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The teacher questionnaire gave even more definitive
information. Teachers felt that there was no vision
for the school. There might have been a vision a
couple of years ago, but that was before most of the
current staff was hired. Teachers did not feel they
had the support they needed to improve student
learning, and they did not collaborate with each
other to ensure a continuum of learning that made
sense for the students.
In their open-ended responses, staff told about the
inconsistencies in teaching throughout the
organization, the fact that staff agreements were
never enforced and that the district was always
sending people in to “watch us, not help us.”

Commitment from Staff
The most often-stated responses to the question,
“What would it take to improve student learning for
all students at this school?” included this: All staff
needs to commit to doing work in the same way,
including teaching to the standards, assessing and
using the results to effect improvement. Teachers
who are not willing to put in the time and energy
should not be allowed to keep their jobs, or they
should have their pay docked.
Parents basically reiterated what the students told
staff. Parents did not feel that the staff was truly
committed to students’ learning. Teachers did not
seem to be making progress with what they were
doing. Staff expected way too much help from the
parents. Parents did not know how to help their
children learn. Additionally, each parent worked one
or two jobs. When could they help their children
learn?

School Processes
School processes are the curriculum, instruction,
and assessment strategies used to teach the content
that students are expected to learn. It is important to

understand what teachers are doing to get the
results they are getting.
Lemon Middle School staff reviewed what they were
doing to teach each of their subject areas. Most
teachers were using the curriculum and
instructional materials adopted by the district. What
they could not tell each other was how much of the
time they were teaching to the standards. In fact,
they were not really sure what it would look like if
they were teaching to the standards.
Their current processes for helping students were to
“remediate” any student who did not score
Proficient or Advanced on the state assessment. A lot
of the remediation was simply re-teaching what had
been taught before without determining what the
students really needed.

Analyzing the Data
These data—student learning, demographics,
perceptions, and school processes, separately and
combined—tell school personnel what is going on
in the school right now, give clues as to what needs
to be done to improve, how to improve to get
different results and even what is possible with
respect to improvement.
Reviewing all the data gave Lemon Middle School
staff some common thinking about what they
needed to do to get different results. It also
empowered them to get different results. Staff knew
they needed a vision and commitment from every
teacher to help every student learn. They knew they
needed to become more familiar with and to
implement content standards, and to learn how to
make learning more active and fun. They also
needed and wanted accountability processes and
leadership to keep all the staff on the same page.
Because of the inexperience of the staff and
principal, the district provided the dollars to help
Lemon Middle School hire an outside facilitator to
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establish a clear and shared vision and a structure
for continuous improvement. The structure
included time to analyze their data and student
work, and to develop strategies for improvement
using the results of their analyses. Students’ test
scores in the following year were greatly improved.

The Need for a Continuous
Improvement Process
True data-driven decision making is only partly
about data. A clear and shared vision and leadership
play major parts in data-driven decision making. If
there is no focus or unified front in a school, there is
also no continuum of learning that makes sense for
students, and no structure to increase student
achievement.

It takes strong leadership to inspire
a shared vision and to ensure its
implementation. It also takes a strong
leader to ensure the analysis
and use of data.
It takes strong leadership to inspire a shared vision
and to ensure its implementation. It also takes a
strong leader to ensure the analysis and use of data.
A continuous improvement process can ensure that
all professional development is focused on
implementing the vision: that partners, such as
parents, understand their roles in implementing the
vision and helping students learn; and that there is
continuous evaluation to know how to improve on
an ongoing basis to reach school goals.

them to move steadily upward, schools must use
data to ensure that their improvement is effective
and continuous.
It is vitally important that administrators—at
school and district levels—lead the way in using
data to inform decision making. Leaders must
challenge processes through the study of school
results, inspire a shared vision, enable others to act
through planning and professional development,
model the way through consistent actions,
encourage the heart by reminding teachers of the
purpose of school and why they got into teaching in
the first place, and celebrate successes (Kouzes &
Posner, 2002).
True data-driven decision making gives schools
information about their current situation and clues
about what would help them improve, as well as the
leadership to see it through.
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Inspiring a Shared Vision
Schools and school districts are under intense
pressure to improve. With both limited resources
and limited time to develop processes that allow
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A b o u t t h e Au t h o r
Victoria L. Bernhardt, Ph.D., is Executive Director of the Education for the Future Initiative, a not-for-profit
organization whose mission is to build the capacity of all learning organizations at all levels to gather, analyze, and use
data to continuously improve learning for all students. She is also a Professor (currently on leave) in the College of
Communication and Education, at California State University, Chico. Dr. Bernhardt is the author, or co-author, of
numerous books, including:
▼ Data Analysis for Continuous School Improvement, Third Edition, provides an updated continuous school
improvement framework, explains the components and structures for using schoolwide data for the purpose of
continuous school improvement, and organizes the information for easy retrieval and application.
▼

Response to Intervention (RtI) and Continuous School Improvement (CSI): Using Data, Vision, and Leadership to
Design, Implement, and Evaluate a Schoolwide Prevention System (2011) (with Connie L. Hébert) describes how
to get all staff working together to design, implement, and evaluate a schoolwide prevention system, and shows
specific examples of how to do this.

▼

From Questions to Actions: Using Questionnaire Data for Continuous School Improvement (2009) (with Bradley
J. Geise) describes how to create, administer, analyze, and use questionnaires as a tool to improve teaching
strategies, programs, and learning organizations.

▼

Data, Data Everywhere: Bringing All the Data Together for Continuous School Improvement (2009) is an easy-toread primer that is conversational and accessible. This newest book will help your faculty and staff become
comfortable with using data to drive a continuous school improvement process.

▼

Translating Data into Information to Improve Teaching and Learning (2007) helps educators think through the
selection of meaningful data elements and effective data tools and strengthens their understanding of how to
increase the quality of data and data reports at each educational level.

▼

A four-book collection of using data to improve student learning—Using Data to Improve Student Learning in
Elementary Schools (2003); Using Data to Improve Student Learning in Middle Schools (2004); Using Data to
Improve Student Learning in High Schools (2005); and Using Data to Improve Student Learning in School
Districts (2006). Each book shows real analyses focused on one education organizational level and provides
templates on an accompanying CD-Rom for leaders to use for gathering, graphing, and analyzing data in their
own learning organizations.

▼

Data Analysis for Continuous School Improvement (First Edition, 1998; Second Edition, 2004) helps learning
organizations use data to determine where they are, where they want to be, and how to get there—sensibly,
painlessly, and effectively.

▼

The School Portfolio Toolkit: A Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation Guide for Continuous School
Improvement, and CD-Rom (2002), is a compilation of over 500 examples, suggestions, activities, tools,
strategies, and templates for producing school portfolios that will lead to continuous school improvement.

▼

The School Portfolio: A Comprehensive Framework for School Improvement (First Edition, 1994; Second Edition,
1999). This first book by the author assists schools with clarifying the purpose and vision of their learning
organizations as they develop their school portfolios.

Dr. Bernhardt is passionate about her mission of helping all educators continuously improve student learning in their
classrooms, their schools, their districts, and states by gathering, analyzing, and using actual data—as opposed to using
hunches and “gut-level” feelings. She has made numerous presentations at professional meetings and conducts
workshops on the school portfolio, data analysis, data warehousing, and school improvement at local, state, regional,
national, and international levels.
Dr. Bernhardt can be reached at:

Victoria L. Bernhardt
Executive Director, Education for the Future Initiative
400 West First Street, Chico, CA 95929-0230
Tel: 530-898-4482 — Fax: 530-898-4484
e-mail: vbernhardt@csuchico.edu
website: http://eff.csuchico.edu
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